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Let R =Ln≥0 Rn be a positively graded commutative Noetherian ring. A graded
R-module is called *indecomposable (respectively *injective) if it is indecomposable
(respectively injective) in the category of graded R-modules. A graded prime ideal
of R is called irrelevant if it contains R+ x=
L
n>0 Rn.
Let M =Ln∈Mn be a finitely generated graded R-module. The first main result
of the paper presents a refinement of the theory of the Bass numbers of M with
respect to an irrelevant graded prime ideal — of R. This refinement is related to the
siting (in terms of degrees) of *indecomposable *injective direct summands, having
associated prime —, of terms in the minimal *injective resolution of M .
The second main result has a consequence which can be described in terms of
the Castelnuovo regularity r of M: any *indecomposable *injective direct summand,
having irrelevant associated prime, of any term in the minimal *injective resolution
of M , must vanish in all degrees greater than r. Results of this type provide “uniform
upper bounds” for the “degrees of influence” of such irrelevant primes, and these
bounds are exploited in the later sections of the paper to (a) generalize known “a-
invariant formulas” due to E. Hyry and N. V. Trung; (b) to throw new light on the
fact that, for an ideal ˆ0 of R0, the sequence gradeMn ˆ0n is ultimately constant; and
(c) to describe the ultimate constant value of that sequence by means of an analogue
of Faltings’ annihilator theorem for local cohomology. © 1999 Academic Press
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0. INTRODUCTION
About 35 years ago, in [1], Bass introduced the cardinals µi—;M, where
M is a module over a commutative Noetherian ring R and — is a prime ideal
of R. These cardinals, called Bass numbers by others, can be defined thus:
µi—;M = dimk—
(
ExtiRR/—;M

—
for each i ∈ 0:
(Here, k— = kR—) denotes the residue field of the local ring R—, and 0
denotes the set of non-negative integers.) The really important property of
a µi—;M is that it gives, when the (uniquely determined) ith term in the
minimal injective resolution of M is expressed as a direct sum of indecom-
posable injective R-modules, the number of those direct summands which
are isomorphic to ER/—, the injective envelope of the R-module R/—.
The graded analogue of the theory of Bass numbers is well known: see,
for example, [7, Sect. 4; 8, Chap. 1, Sect. 2; 5, Sect. 3.6; 4, Sect. 13.2]. To
describe this analogue, suppose now that R =Ln∈Rn is, in addition, -
graded (here,  denotes the set of all integers). Here (and in the rest of the
paper) I shall use the notation and terminology of [4, Sect. 13.2] concerning
*injective graded R-modules and minimal *injective resolutions; in partic-
ular, *SpecR denotes the set of graded prime ideals of R, and *CR
denotes the category of graded R-modules and homogeneous homomor-
phisms (by “homogeneous” here, I mean “homogeneous of degree zero”).
I use, for j ∈ , the notation Lj to denote the jth component of a -graded
module L, and ·jx *CR → *CR to denote the jth shift functor.
Suppose now that the R-module M is graded. For i ∈ 0, the ith term
*EiM in a minimal *injective resolution of M is uniquely determined up
to homogeneous isomorphism, there is a family —αα∈3i of graded prime
ideals of R and a family nαα∈3i of integers for which there is a homoge-
neous isomorphism
*EiM ∼=→ M
α∈3i
*ER/—α−nα;
and, for — ∈ * SpecR, the cardinality of the set α ∈ 3ix —α = — is equal to
the ordinary Bass number µi—;M, and also equal to the rank of the homo-
geneous localization * ExtiRR/—;M— as a (free) module over R—/—R—
(see [7, 4.9]).
In Section 1 below, I present some useful refinements of this theory, in
the special case in which R =Ln∈0 Rn is positively graded, which appear
not to have been exploited in the literature to their full potential. Suppose
that — is a graded prime ideal which contains the irrelevant ideal R+ x=L
n∈Rn (I use  to denote the set of positive integers). In this case, the
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graded ring R—/—R— is concentrated in degree 0, and its 0th component
is a field isomorphic to kR0—0. Thus,
µi—;M = dimkR0 —0
(
* ExtiRR/—;M

—
=X
t∈
dimkR0 —0
((
* ExtiRR/—;M

—

t
:
It turns out that the graded R—/—R—-module * ExtiRR/—;M— carries
more information: one has
*ER/—n *ER/—m in *CR for m;n ∈  with m 6= n;
and, for a given t ∈ , the cardinality of the set
α ∈ 3i x —α = — and nα = t
}
is equal to dimkR0 —0* Ext
i
RR/—;M—t , the dimension of the tth com-
ponent of * ExtiRR/—;M—. The latter graded module therefore carries
information about the shifts “−nα” for those α ∈ 3i for which —α = —.
To exploit these refinements, I introduce the following terminology
and notation. For a graded ideal ´ of R, I denote by Var´ the variety
SuppRR/´ of ´, and by * Var´ the set * SpecR ∩ Var´. Let i ∈ 0
and t ∈ . The set IrriM = IrriRM of ith level irrelevant prime ideals
of M is defined by
IrriM x= — ∈ * VarR+ x µi—;M > 0}y
the set IrrM = IrrRM of irrelevant prime ideals of M is defined by
IrrM x= [
j∈0
IrrjM = — ∈ * VarR+ x µj—;M > 0 for some j ∈ 0}:
For — ∈ IrrM, I say that t is an ith level anchor point of — for M if(
* ExtiRR/—;M

—

t
6= 0;
the set of all ith level anchor points of — for M is denoted by anchi—;M;
also, I write
anch—;M = [
i∈0
anchi—;M;
and refer to this as the set of anchor points of — for M . Thus anchi—;M
is the set of integers h for which, when we decompose
*EiM ∼=→ M
α∈3i
*ER/—α−nα
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by means of a homogeneous isomorphism, there exists α ∈ 3i with —α = —
and nα = h.
The development in Section 1 uses the fact that, for — as above, *ER/—
has zero components in all positive degrees, that is, *ER/—n = 0 for
all n ∈ . It is convenient to use the concepts of the end and beginning
(begL) of a graded R-module L =Ln∈ Ln, which are defined by
endL x= supn ∈  x Ln 6= 0 and begL x= infn ∈  x Ln 6= 0:
(Note that endL could be∞, and that the supremum of the empty set of
integers is to be taken as −∞; similar comments apply to begL.) It will
be shown in Section 1 that end*ER/— = 0; consequently, for t ∈ , the
result of shifting *ER/— by t places to the right has end t, that is,
end
(
*ER/—−t = t:
From Section 2 onwards, R =Ln∈0 Rn denotes a positively graded com-
mutative Noetherian ring. Let M be a graded R-module. For a graded ideal
´ of R, i ∈ 0, and a graded R-module M , the local cohomology module
Hi´M is graded and we denote endHi´M by ai´M. The main result of
Section 2 provides, in the case when the graded R-module M is non-zero
and finitely generated, a “uniform upper bound” for all the anchor points
of all the irrelevant primes of M . One such uniform upper bound is pro-
vided by the Castelnuovo regularity of M , but the actual precise, sharp,
bound is given by what I call the a*-invariant of M , defined as follows. It
is well known that aiR+M < ∞ for all i ∈ 0; also, only finitely many of
the HiR+M i ∈ 0 are non-zero. I define the a*-invariant of M , denoted
a*M, by
a*M x= supaiR+M x i ∈ 0}y
this invariant (which was studied in a less general situation by Korb in [12])
is an integer (as M 6= 0). The main result of Section 2 is that
a*M = sup
 [
i∈0
[
—∈IrrM
anchi—;M

= sup
 [
—∈IrrM
anch—;M

:
Consequently, in none of the terms of the minimal *injective resolution of
M does any *indecomposable *injective direct summand with associated
prime containing R+ extend to the right beyond the a*Mth component.
Loosely, we can think of this result as saying, among other things, that
the irrelevant primes of M have rather limited influence on the compo-
nents of M and of the terms of the minimal *injective resolution of M ,
and only provide “local perturbation” at the beginning of the sequence
Mnn=begM; begM+1; :::.
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This theory of anchor points has several applications. In Section 3 I con-
centrate on one which, among other things, explains how the choice of
the notation a*M was motivated by work of N. V. Trung. The drive to
find conditions which imply good properties of the associated graded ring
(sometimes called the form ring) of an ideal of a local ring has led to several
recent papers which, over a homogeneous positively graded commutative
Noetherian ring R =Ln∈0 Rn for which R0 is local, establish relations be-
tween the ai´M i ∈ 0, for various choices of a graded ideal ´ of R
which contains R+: four examples of such papers are those by Johnston
and Katz [11], Herrmann et al. [9], Hyry [10], and Trung [15]. It is conve-
nient to refer to such formulas loosely as “a-invariant formulas.” One such
formula for these circumstances is due to Hyry [10, Lemma 2.3] (and was
rediscovered by Trung [15, Corollary 2.8]) and states that
sup

aiR+R x i ∈ 0
} = supai˝R x i ∈ 0};
where ˝ denotes the unique graded maximal ideal of R. In this paper, I
have taken the left-hand side of the above equation as the definition of
a*R; Trung, in [15], took the right-hand side of the equation as the def-
inition of a*R. The above equation shows that the use of the notation
a*R in this paper is consistent with Trung’s; however, it seems to me that
the definition given in this paper is more suited to generalizations to arbi-
trary positively graded commutative Noetherian rings; this is illustrated in
Section 3, where it is shown that the results of Section 2 provide useful tools
for the establishment of generalizations of known a-invariant formulas.
In Section 4, the results of the first two sections are applied to asymptotic
grade. Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring, and let ` be an ideal of A;
let N be a finitely generated A-module. If N 6= `N , we denote the common
length of all maximal N-sequences in ` by gradeN `; if N = `N , then we set
gradeN ` = ∞. Let ´ also be an ideal of A. Brodmann proved in [2] that
the sequences gradeN/´nN `n∈ and grade´nN/´n+1N `n∈ have ultimate
constant values. The latter result can be thought of as a statement about
graded components of the associated graded module of N with respect
to ´, and, in that light, it becomes a special case of the following result:
if R = Ln∈0 Rn is positively graded and homogeneous, ˆ0 is an ideal of
R0, and M =
L
n∈Mn is a finitely generated graded R-module, then the
sequence (
gradeMn ˆ0

n=begM; begM+1; : : :
is ultimately constant. (This result was proved by Brodmann [3, Sect. 2] in
the special case in which R0 is local with maximal ideal ˝0 and ˆ0 = ˝0.)
The majority of Section 4 is concerned with quantitive information about
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the convergence of this sequence. For example, it is shown in that section
that the ultimate constant value grade∗M ˆ0 of the sequence satisfies
grade∗M ˆ0 = inf

i ∈ 0 x aiˆ0RM > a*M
}
= inf
n
i ∈ 0 x R+ 6⊆
q
0 x Hiˆ0RM
o
:
The second of these results is very reminiscent of Faltings’ annihilator
theorem [6], and Section 5 presents an analogue of that theorem which
was motivated by the work in Section 4.
1. RESULTS ABOUT MINIMAL *INJECTIVE RESOLUTIONS
1.1. Notation. Throughout the paper, let R =Ln∈Rn be a -graded
commutative Noetherian ring. I shall use the notation and terminology de-
fined in the Introduction throughout the paper. In this section, I shall only
assume that R is positively graded when this is explicitly stated, but then
ProjR will denote the set — ∈ * SpecR x — 6⊇ R+. (In all the subse-
quent sections, it will be assumed throughout that R is positively graded.)
Note that, when R is positively graded, * VarR+ = * SpecR \ ProjR.
1.2. Reminder. (See [4, 13.2.2(iv)]). Let — ∈ * SpecR and let r be a ho-
mogeneous element of degree i in R \ —. Then multiplication by r provides
a homogeneous automorphism of degree i of *ER/—. Also each element
of *ER/— is annihilated by some power of —.
Consequently, if S is a multiplicatively closed subset of homogeneous
elements of R such that S ∩ — 6= Z, then S−1*ER/— = 0.
The next two lemmas below can be proved by making obvious modifica-
tions to the proofs of the (well-known) “ungraded” analogues.
1.3. Lemma. Let f x L→M be a homogeneous homomorphism of graded
R-modules such that M is a *essential extension of Im f . Let S be a multiplica-
tively closed subset of homogeneous elements of R. Then S−1M is a *essential
extension of its graded submodule ImS−1f .
Proof. Modify the proof of [4, 11.1.5] in the obvious way.
1.4. Lemma. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of homogeneous
elements of R, and let — ∈ * SpecR be such that — ∩ S = Z. Then
(i) the natural map *ERR/— → S−1*ERR/— is a homogeneous
R-isomorphism, so that *ERR/— has a natural structure as a graded S−1R-
module;
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(ii) there is a homogeneous isomorphism (in *CS−1R
*ERR/— ∼= *ES−1RS−1R/S−1—y
(iii) *ES−1RS−1R/S−1—, when considered as a graded R-module by
means of the natural homomorphism R→ S−1R, is homogeneously isomor-
phic to *ERR/—;
(iv) for each t ∈ , there is a homogeneous isomorphism (in *CS−1R)
S−1
(
*ERR/—t
 ∼= *ES−1R(S−1R/S−1—t;
(v) if I is a *injective graded R-module, then the graded S−1R-module
S−1I is *injective.
Proof. (i) This is immediate from 1.2.
(ii) One can make the obvious modifications to the proof of [4,
10.1.11] to see that, as a graded S−1R-module, *ERR/— is *injective; it
is also homogeneously isomorphic to S−1*ERR/—. One can use 1.3 to
see that S−1*ERR/— is a *essential extension of S−1R/S−1—. The claim
follows.
(iii), (iv) These are now easy.
(v) This can now be proved by making the obvious modifications to
the proof of [4, 10.1.13(ii)].
I now begin consideration of the special case where R is positively graded.
1.5. Lemma. Suppose that R = Ln∈0 Rn is positively graded; let — ∈
* VarR+.
(i) We have end*ERR/— = 0; consequently, if s; t ∈  and there
is a homogeneous isomorphism *ERR/—s ∼= *ERR/—t in *CR, then
s = t.
(ii) If — is maximal, then 0x*ER/— — = R/—; a graded R-module con-
centrated in degree zero.
Note. K. Watanabe has informed the author that the result in part (i)
was certainly known to him at the time he and S. Goto were writing [8];
Professor Watanabe provided the following short proof (which is rather
neater than the author’s first proof).
Proof of Lemma 1.5. (i) The graded R-module R/— is concentrated
in degree zero, and therefore the graded submodule
L
n>0 *ER/—n
of *ER/— has zero intersection with R/—; since *ER/— is a *essential
extension of R/—, it follows that
L
n>0 *ER/—n = 0: Therefore
end*ERR/— = 0.
It now follows that end*ERR/—s = −s, and the second claim is
immediate.
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(ii) Note that 0x*ER/— — is a graded submodule of *ERR/—. Let
ej be a non-zero homogeneous element of 0x*ER/— — of degree j, where
j ∈  and j ≤ 0. Then the graded submodule Rej must be concentrated in
degree j, and its jth component must be a one-dimensional vector space
over R0/—0, and must intersect the submodule R/— (of which *ER/— is a
*essential extension) non-trivially. Hence j = 0 and Rej = R/—.
1.6. Theorem. Assume that R = Ln∈0 Rn is positively graded. Let M
be a graded R-module, and let
I·x 0→ *E0M d
0
→ *E1M → · · · → *EiM d
i
→ *Ei+1M → · · ·
be the minimal *injective resolution of M . For each i ∈ 0, let
φix *EiM
∼=→ M
α∈3i
*ER/—α−nα
be a homogeneous isomorphism, where —α ∈ * SpecR and nα ∈  for all
α ∈ 3i.
Let — ∈ * VarR+, let i ∈ 0; and let t ∈ . Then the cardinality of the
set α ∈ 3i x —α = — and nα = t is equal to
dimkR0 —0
((
* ExtiRR/—;M

—

t
:
Proof. There are homogeneous isomorphisms of graded R—-modules(
* ExtiRR/—;M

—
∼= * ExtiR—
(
R—/—R—;M—

and (in view of 1.2, 1.4 and 1.5)
*EiR— M— ∼=
M
α∈3i
—α⊆—
*ER—/—αR—−nα:
Therefore it is enough for me to prove the result when R is *local and
positively graded, and — is the unique *maximal ideal ˝ of R.
One can calculate * ExtiRR/˝;M (up to isomorphism in *CR) by
taking the ith cohomology module of the complex 0xI· ˝. For a —α differ-
ent from ˝, there exists a homogeneous element r ∈ ˝ \ —α, and the fact
that (by 1.2) multiplication by r provides an automorphism of *ERR/—α
ensures that (
0x*ER/—α−nα˝
 = 0:
If β ∈ 3i is such that —β = ˝, then, by 1.5(ii),(
0x*ER/—β−nβ˝
 ∼= R/˝−nβ in *CR;
and this is a simple R-module concentrated in degree nβ.
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Since each *EjM (for j ∈ 0) is a *essential extension of Ker dj , it
follows that all the “differentiation” maps in the complex 0xI· ˝ are zero.
Therefore there is a homogeneous isomorphism
* ExtiRR/˝;M ∼=
M
β∈3i
—β=˝
R/˝−nβ
and the dimension of the tth component of this is equal to the cardinality
of the set β ∈ 3i x —β = ˝ and nβ = t:
1.7. Remark. In situations like that of 1.6, I shall often use the termi-
nology “(ith level) irrelevant prime ideal of M” and “(ith level) anchor
point of — for M ,” and the notations IrriM, IrrM, anchi—;M; and
anch—;M that were defined in the Introduction.
Suppose, in the situation of 1.6, that S is a multiplicatively closed subset
of homogeneous elements of R0, and — ∈ * VarR+ is disjoint from S. Note
that the ring S−1R is again positively graded, and that
—S−1R ∈ * VarS−1R
(S−1R+:
It is a routine consequence of the behaviour of minimal *injective res-
olutions under fraction formation with respect to a multiplicatively closed
subset of homogeneous elements (as (essentially) described in 1.4 and 1.3)
that
anchi—;M = anchi(—S−1R; S−1M for all i ∈ 0:
The argument in the next lemma is a graded version of Bass’s argument
in [1, Lemma 3.1].
1.8. Lemma. Assume that R =Ln∈0 Rn is positively graded, and let M
be a finitely generated graded R-module. Let i ∈ 0, and let —; Ñ ∈ * VarR+.
Suppose that — ⊂ Ñ (I reserve the symbol “⊂” to denote strict inclusion) and
that there is no graded prime ideal strictly between — and Ñ. Then
anchi—;M ⊆ anchi+1Ñ;M:
Proof. Let S x= R0 \ Ñ0, a multiplicatively closed subset of R of homo-
geneous elements for which S−1R = RÑ, the homogeneous localization of
R at Ñ. Note that RÑ is again positively graded. In view of 1.7, it is suffi-
cient for me to prove the corresponding result for the graded primes —RÑ
and ÑRÑ of RÑ. I therefore assume, for the remainder of this proof, that
R is *local and that Ñ is its unique *maximal ideal.
Let t ∈ anchi—;M. By the hypotheses and Theorem 1.6,(
* ExtiRR/—;M

—

t
6= 0;
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and so * ExtiRR/—;Mt is a non-zero finitely generated R0-module. Since
— ⊇ R+, there exists a0 ∈ Ñ0 \ —0. The exact sequence (in *CR)
0→ R/— a0−→ R/—→ R/—+ Ra0 → 0
induces an exact sequence of graded R-modules and homogeneous homo-
morphisms
* ExtiRR/—;M
a0→ * ExtiRR/—;M → * Exti+1R
(
R/—+ Ra0;M

:
Consider the exact sequence of tth components arising from this sequence:
it follows from Nakayama’s lemma that * Exti+1R R/— + Ra0;Mt 6= 0.
Now the graded R-module R/—+Ra0 is concentrated in degree 0 and its
only associated prime is Ñ. It therefore has finite length, and all its graded
submodules and resulting graded homomorphic images (if non-zero) are
concentrated in degree 0. It therefore follows, by induction on length, from
the half-exactness of the functor * Exti+1R ·;M, that * Exti+1R R/Ñ;Mt 6= 0,
as required.
The reader is perhaps wondering what can be said, when R is positively
graded, about a graded prime in ProjR.
1.9. Remark. Assume that R = Ln∈0 Rn is positively graded, and let
— ∈ ProjR. Thus R+ 6⊆ —: let n be the least integer for which Rn 6⊆ —,
and let an ∈ Rn \ —. By 1.2, multiplication by an provides a homogeneous
isomorphism of degree n of *ER/—, and so there are homogeneous iso-
morphisms
*ER/—i ∼= *ER/—i+ n for all i ∈ :
Thus there is no hope of any analogue of 1.5(i) for a — in ProjR.
Note that, in the case when R is homogeneous (that is, when R =
R0R1), we have *ER/—i ∼= *ER/— (in *CR) for all i ∈ , and
there is no need to write in the shift “i” at all. However, when R is not
homogeneous, and n is defined as in the immediately preceding paragraph,
it can happen that the n graded R-modules
*ER/—i i = 0; : : : ; n− 1
are pairwise non-isomorphic, as the following example shows.
1.10. Example. Let V;piV  be a discrete valuation ring, and let n be
an integer with n ≥ 2. Set R0 = V/pinV , a Gorenstein Artinian local ring
with `R0R0 = n (I use “`” to denote length). Let X be an indeterminate,
and consider R0X as graded in the usual way, so that degX = 1. Set
R x= R0piX;Xn ⊆ R0X, where pi denotes the natural image of pi in
R0; consider R =
L
j∈0 Rj as a graded ring with grading inherited from
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R0X. Set — = piR+ piXR. Then
(i) — ∈ ProjR and the homogeneous localization R— is homoge-
neously isomorphic to R0piX;Xn;X−n ⊆ R0X;X−1 = R0XX ;
(ii) there are homogeneous isomorphisms
*ER/—j ∼= *ER/—j + n for all j ∈ y
(iii) for each j ∈ , we have `R0
(
*ER/—j
 = n − k, where k ∈
0; : : : ; n− 1 is the remainder when −j is divided by n; and
(iv) consequently, the n R0-modules *ER/—j j = 0; : : : ; n− 1 are
pairwise non-isomorphic, so that the n graded R-modules
*ER/—j j = 0; : : : ; n− 1
are (in the category *CR) pairwise non-isomorphic.
Proof. Part (i) can easily be checked, part (ii) is immediate from 1.2
and the fact that Xn 6∈ —, and part (iv) follows from part (iii); I therefore
concentrate on (iii).
Set R′ x= R0piX;Xn;X−n, and let ˝′ denote the unique *maximal ideal
of this *local graded ring. For j ∈ , we have R′j = R0pikXj , where k ∈
0; : : : ; n− 1 is the remainder when j is divided by n; thus R′0 = R0, and
`R0R′j = n− k. Set ˝′0 x= ˝′ ∩R0; let E0 x= ER0R0/˝′0. It follows from
[4, 13.4.5] that there is a homogeneous R′-isomorphism
*ER′ R′/˝′ ∼= * HomR0R;E0 =
M
j∈
HomR0R′−j; E0;
so that, in particular, for each j ∈ , the jth component of *ER′ R′/˝′ is
R0-isomorphic to HomR0R′−j; E0; however, since R0 is an Artinian local
ring, it follows from Matlis duality that `R0HomR0R′−j; E0 = `R0R′−j:
One can now use 1.4(iii) to complete the proof.
Later in the paper, I shall find it useful to consider the exact sequence
of jth components obtainable from the minimal *injective resolution of a
graded module over a positively graded commutative Noetherian ring. The
next lemma is one reason why this strategy can be profitable.
1.11. Lemma. Assume that R =Ln∈0 Rn is positively graded, and let ˆ0
be an ideal of R0. Let E be a *injective graded R-module. Then, for all n ∈ ,
the R0-module En is 0ˆ0 -acyclic (that is, H
i
ˆ0
En = 0 for all i ∈ ).
Proof. Let i ∈ . Since E is 0´-acyclic for every graded ideal ´ of R
(see [4, 12.1.3]), one has Hiˆ0RE = 0. The claim follows from this and the
fact that Hiˆ0En ∼= Hiˆ0REn for all n ∈ : see [4, 13.1.10].
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2. THE a*-INVARIANT
Throughout this section, I shall assume that R =Ln∈0 Rn is positively
graded. Much use will be made in this section of the notation ai´M, which
stands for endHi´M, when M is a graded R-module, ´ is a graded ideal
of R, and i ∈ 0.
Let M be a finitely generated graded R-module. It is well known that
aiR+M < ∞ for all i ∈ 0; also, HiR+M = 0 for i > araR+, the arith-
metic rank of R+: see [4, Sect. 3.3]. The Castelnuovo regularity regM of
M can be defined by
regM x= supaiR+M + i x i ∈ 0}y
this is either an integer or −∞. (See [4, Chap. 15].) In this paper, I am going
to concentrate on a different, but related, invariant, defined as follows.
2.1. Definition. Let M be a graded R-module. I define the a*-invariant
of M , denoted a*M, by
a*M (= a*RM x= supaiR+M x i ∈ 0};
with the usual conventions concerning ∞ and −∞.
Note that, when M is finitely generated, a*M ≤ regM, and a*M
is either an integer or −∞.
2.2. Remark. Let M be a graded R-module. Now, for each —0 ∈
SpecR0, the graded ideal —0R+R+ is prime, and the homogeneous local-
ization R—0R+R+ is just S
−1R, where S = R0 \ —0, a multiplicatively closed
subset of homogeneous elements of degree 0; hence, for each i ∈ 0, there
is a homogeneous isomorphism (in *CR—0R+R+)
S−1
(
HiR+M
 = (HiR+M—0R+R+ ∼= HiR—0R+R++ M—0R+R+ :
Consequently,
a*M = supa*(M—0R+R+ x —0 ∈ SpecR0}:
2.3. Lemma. Let M be a graded R-module, let i ∈ 0, and let *EiM
denote the ith term in the minimal *injective resolution of M . Let ´ be a
graded ideal of R with ´ ⊇ R+. Then
end
(
0´*EiM
 = sup [
—∈* Var´
anchi—;M

:
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Proof. Express *EiM as a direct sum of *indecomposable *injective
graded modules by means of a homogeneous isomorphism: let
φix *EiM
∼=→ M
α∈3i
*ER/—α−nα
be a homogeneous isomorphism, where —α ∈ * SpecR and nα ∈  for all
α ∈ 3i. Note that, by 1.2, if Ñ ∈ * Var´, then 0´*ER/Ñ = *ER/Ñ,
whereas if Ñ ∈ * SpecR \ * Var´, then 0´*ER/Ñ = 0. Therefore the
restriction of φi provides a homogeneous isomorphism
0´*EiM ∼= 0´
M
α∈3i
*ER/—α−nα

= M
α∈3i
—α∈* Var´
*ER/—α−nα:
By 1.5(i), the right-hand graded module in this display has end equal to
sup

nα x α ∈ 3i; —α ∈ * Var´
}
;
and, in view of 1.6, this is equal to the supremum of the set of ith level
anchor points for M of graded primes in * Var´.
2.4. Theorem. Let M be a graded R-module and let
0→ *E0M d
0
→ *E1M → · · · → *EiM d
i
→ *Ei+1M → · · ·
be the minimal *injective resolution of M , with associated (necessarily homo-
geneous) augmentation homomorphism d−1x M → *E0M. Let j ∈ 0 and
let ´ be a graded ideal of R with ´ ⊇ R+. Then
sup

ai´M x i = 0; : : : ; j
} = supend0´*EiM x i = 0; : : : ; j}
= sup
 j[
i=0
[
—∈* Var´
anchi—;M

:
Proof. In view of 2.3 and the fact that, for each i ∈ 0, the local coho-
mology module Hi´M is a subquotient of 0´*EiM, it is enough for me
to show that end0´*EjM ≤ supai´M x i = 0; : : : ; j; and I prove
this by induction on j.
Since 0´ is left exact, there is a homogeneous isomorphism
Ker0´d0 ∼= 0´M:
Since end0´M = a0´M, it follows that endKer0´d0 = a0´M.
Now 0´*E0M is a *essential extension of Ker0´d0; it follows from
this that
end
(
0´*E0M
 = end(Ker0´d0 = a0´M;
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because, if there were a non-zero homogeneous element mh of 0´*E0M
of degree h > a0´M, then the graded submodule Rmh, which has zero
components in all degrees less than h, would have non-zero intersection
with Ker0´d0.
Suppose, inductively, that j ∈  and
end0´*Ej−1N ≤ supai´M x i = 0; : : : ; j − 1:
(This is certainly true when j = 1.) Then
end
(
Im0´dj−1
 ≤ supai´M x i = 0; : : : ; j − 1}
≤ supai´M x i = 0; : : : ; j}:
Also, by definition, endHj´M = aj´M. The exact sequence
0→ Im(0´dj−1→ Ker(0´dj→ Hj´M → 0
of graded R-modules and homogeneous homomorphisms therefore shows
that
end
(
Ker0´dj
 ≤ supai´M x i = 0; : : : ; j:
Therefore end0´*EjM ≤ supai´M x i = 0; : : : ; j because
0´*EjM is a *essential extension of Ker0´dj. This completes
the inductive step.
In the situation of Theorem 2.4, it is well known, at least in the situation
when R0 is local and R is homogeneous, that is (in the terminology of
Hermann et al. [9] and Trung [15]), standard, that, if M is finitely generated,
then aj´M is finite. I can now deduce, immediately from 2.4, some more
specific information, and in my more general situation.
2.5. Corollary. Let M be a finitely generated graded R-module, let j ∈
0, and let ´ be a graded ideal of R with ´ ⊇ R+. Then
sup

ai´M x i = 0; : : : ; j
} ≤ sup j[
i=0
[
—∈* VarR+
anchi—;M

= supend(0R+*EiM x i = 0; : : : ; j}
= supaiR+M x i = 0; : : : ; j}
≤ a*M:
Thus, in the situation of 2.5 (where M is finitely generated), a*M pro-
vides a “uniform upper bound” for all the anchor points for M of all the
irrelevant primes of M . Again, one can extract from 2.4 and [4, 3.3.3] some
more precise information.
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2.6. Corollary. Let M be a finitely generated graded R-module, and let
´ be a graded ideal of R with arithmetic rank t such that ´ ⊇ R+. Then
sup
 t[
i=0
[
—∈* Var´
anchi—;M

= supai´M x i = 0; : : : ; t
= supai´M x i ∈ 0
= sup
 [
—∈* Var´
anch—;M

;
and so (when this supremum is finite), the greatest anchor point for M of a
prime in * Var´ must appear in the 0th, 1st; : : : ; t − 1th, or tth terms of
the minimal *injective resolution of M .
3. GENERALIZATIONS OF SOME a-INVARIANT FORMULAS
Throughout this section, I shall assume that R =Ln∈0 Rn is positively
graded.
In recent years, there have appeared several papers containing results
about “a-invariant formulas” for a homogeneous positively graded commu-
tative Noetherian ring which has a local ring as its 0th component; usually,
there have been applications to results about the associated graded ring
(that is, the form ring) of an ideal of a local ring. One aim of this section
is to show that the results of Section 2 provide a useful tool in the study
of such “a-invariant formulas”: this will be done by use of those results to
generalize known “a-invariant formulas.”
To be precise, I am going to apply Theorem 2.4 to obtain various corol-
laries about graded local cohomology modules with respect to graded ideals
that contain R+. The first can be regarded as a generalization of a result
of Hyry [10, Lemma 2.3].
3.1. Corollary. Let M be a finitely generated graded R-module, and let
´ be a graded ideal of R with ´ ⊇ R+. Then
sup

ai´M x i ∈ 0
}
= supai˝M x i ∈ 0; ˝ ∈ * Var´; ˝ is *maximal}:
Proof. Let ˝ be a *maximal graded ideal of R such that ˝ ⊇ ´. Note
that only finitely many of the local cohomology modules Hi˝M i ∈ 0
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are non-zero. It therefore follows from 2.5 and 2.6 that
supai˝M x i ∈ 0 = sup

end
(
0˝*EiM
 x i ∈ 0}
= sup
 [
i∈0
anchi˝;M

≤ sup
 [
i∈0
[
—∈* Var´
anchi—;M

= supai´M x i ∈ 0}:
To prove the reverse inequality, one can assume that a x= sup ai´M x
i ∈ 0 is finite (that is, is not −∞). By 2.4, for some s ∈ 0, the integer
a is an sth level anchor point for M of some — ∈ * Var´. I can now use
Lemma 1.8 repeatedly, in conjunction with a saturated chain (of length t
say) of graded prime ideals of R with — as its smallest term and a *maximal
graded ideal ˝ as its largest term: the conclusion is that a ∈ anchs+t˝;M.
Hence
a ≤ sup
 [
i∈0
anchi˝;M

= supai˝M x i ∈ 0};
and the result follows.
The following special case of 3.1 was proved by Hyry, using local duality
and a spectral sequence argument. (See also [9, Lemma 3.1].)
3.2. Corollary (Hyry [10, Lemma 2.3]). Suppose that R0 is local and
that ´ is a graded proper ideal of R with ´ ⊇ R+. Let M be a finitely generated
graded R-module and let ˝ be the unique *maximal graded ideal of R. Then
sup

ai´M x i ∈ 0
} = supai˝M x i ∈ 0}:
In particular, Corollary 3.2 yields (with the same notation)
sup

aiR+M x i ∈ 0
} = supai˝M x i ∈ 0}:
In [15], Trung actually defined a*R (in the case when R is homogeneous
and M = R) to be supai˝R x i ∈ 0; he recovered the above formula of
Hyry (for M = R) in [15, Corollary 2.8]. Thus the use in this paper of the
notation a*R is consistent with Trung’s.
Next, I show how the ideas of Section 2 enable one to extend quickly
some results of Johnston and Katz [11]. When comparing the following
corollary with the cited result from [11], one should recall that the jth local
cohomology module (with respect to any ideal of R) of an R-module of
dimension t is zero for all j > t.
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3.3. Corollary ([11, Proposition 2.1(i), (ii)]). Let M be a finitely gen-
erated graded R-module, and let r; s ∈ .
(i) Suppose that, for all —0 ∈ SpecR0, we have
ai—0R+R+R—0R+R+
(
M—0R+R+

< r for all i ∈ 0:
Then, for every graded ideal ´ of R which contains R+, we have a
i
´M < r
for all i ∈ 0.
(ii) Conversely, if a*M < s, then, for all —0 ∈ SpecR0, we have
ai—0R+R+R—0R+R+
(
M—0R+R+

< s for all i ∈ 0:
Proof. (i) Let —0 ∈ SpecR0. The hypotheses show that
sup

ai—0R+R+R—0R+R+
(
M—0R+R+
 x i ∈ 0} < r:
Hence, by Hyry’s lemma (see 3.2 above), we have a*R—0R+R+M—0R+R+ < r.
As this is true for each —0 ∈ SpecR0, it follows from 2.2 that a*RM < r,
and so the claim follows from 2.5.
(ii) This also follows easily from 2.2 and 2.5.
3.4. Proposition. Let M be a non-zero finitely generated graded R-
module, let — be a graded prime ideal of R in * VarR+, and let a1; : : : ; ah
be homogeneous elements of — of degrees d1; : : : ; dh respectively which form
an M-sequence. Let j ∈ . Then j is an hth level anchor point of — for M if
and only if j +Phi=1 di is a 0th level anchor point of — for M/a1; : : : ; ahM .
Proof. For each i = 1; : : : ; h, set Mi x= M/a1; : : : ; aiM; interpret
M0 as M . One can use the exact sequences
0→Mi−1 ai→Mi−1di →Midi → 0 i = 1; : : : ; h
(of graded R-modules and homogeneous homomorphisms) successively to
obtain a homogeneous isomorphism
* ExthRR/—;M ∼= * HomRR/—;Mhd1 + · · · + dh:
Hence there is a homogeneous R—-isomorphism(
* ExthRR/—;M

—
∼= (* HomRR/—;Mh—d1 + · · · + dh;
and the claim follows immediately.
The final result of the section can be viewed as a generalization of a
result of Trung [15, Corollary 2.3].
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3.5. Corollary. Let M be a non-zero finitely generated graded R-
module, let h x= gradeM R+ and let a1; : : : ; ah be homogeneous elements of
R+ of positive degrees d1; : : : ; dh respectively which form an M-sequence.
Then
a*M ≥ begM − d1 + · · · + dh:
In particular, if R is homogeneous and R0 is local with infinite residue
field, then a*M ≥ begM − gradeM R+ and a*R ≥ − gradeR+.
Proof. I again set M0 x= M and Mi x= M/a1; : : : ; aiM for each
i = 1; : : : ; h.
There exists — ∈ AssMh such that R+ ⊆ —. Note that — ∈ * VarR+.
Now the homogeneous localization * HomRR/—;Mh— is non-zero and
has beginning not less than begM; it therefore follows that there is an
integer k ≥ begM such that k is a 0th level anchor point of — for Mh.
Therefore, by 3.4, k − d1 + · · · + dh is an hth level anchor point of —
for M . Hence, by 2.5,
a*M ≥ k− d1 + · · · + dh ≥ begM − d1 + · · · + dh:
Now suppose that R is homogeneous and R0 is local with infinite residue
field. Then, since R+ can be generated by homogeneous elements of degree
1, there exist a′1; : : : ; a
′
h ∈ R1 which form a maximal M-sequence in R+ (by
[5, 1.5.12], for example), and so the claims in the final paragraph follow
from the first part.
4. ASYMPTOTIC GRADE
Throughout this section, I shall assume that R =Ln∈0 Rn is positively
graded and homogeneous, that ˆ0 is an ideal of R0; and that M =
L
n∈Mn
is a non-zero finitely generated graded R-module. The main results of this
section are concerned with the fact that the sequence
gradeMn ˆ0n=begM; begM+1; : : :
is ultimately constant.
For the next theorem, I remind the reader that I interpret the infimum
of an empty set of integers as ∞.
4.1. Proposition. Let ´ be a graded ideal of R, and set
g´ = inf

i ∈ 0 x there exists — ∈ ProjR ∩Var´ with µi—;M > 0
}
:
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Then
(i) g´ is finite if and only if ProjR ∩ SuppM ∩Var´ 6= Z;
(ii) ai´M ≤ a*M for all i < g´;
(iii) Hg´´ M is not R+-torsion if g´ is finite; and
(iv) g´ = infi ∈ 0 x Hi´M is not R+-torsion.
Proof. (i) This is immediate from the fact that, since M is finitely gen-
erated, a prime ideal Ñ of R belongs to SuppM if and only if there exists
i ∈ 0 such that µiÑ;M > 0.
(ii) Let
0→ *E0M d
0
→ *E1M → · · · → *EiM d
i
→ *Ei+1M → · · ·
be the minimal *injective resolution of M , with associated (necessarily ho-
mogeneous) augmentation homomorphism d−1x M → *E0M. Let n ∈ 
with n > a*M.
Let i be an integer with i < g´. There is a family —αα∈3i of graded
prime ideals of R and a homogeneous isomorphism
*EiM ∼=→ M
α∈3i
*ER/—α−nα
for suitable integers nα α ∈ 3i. By definition of g´, we have
0´
(
*EiM ∼=→ M
α∈3i
´+R+⊆—α
*ER/—α−nα;
also, by 2.5, for each α ∈ 3i for which —α 6∈ ProjR, we have nα ≤ a*M.
Therefore end0´*EiM ≤ a*M, and so ai´M ≤ a*M.
(iii) Now suppose that g x= g´ is finite. There exist graded submod-
ules E and E′ of *EgM such that *EgM = E ⊕ E′ and E is homo-
geneously isomorphic to *ER/— for some — ∈ ProjR ∩ Var´. Note
that E ⊆ 0´*EgM: Now E ∩ Ker dg 6= 0, and so there exists 0 6= γj ∈
Ej ∩ Ker dg for some j ∈ . Since — ∈ ProjR and R is homogeneous,
there exists t— ∈ R1 \ —, and so we have 0 6= ti—γj ∈ Ej+i ∩ Ker dg for all
i ∈ 0. Thus, for each n > v x= maxa*M; j, I have found 0 6= γn ∈
Ker0´dgn with the property that it is not annihilated by any power of
R+. Now I showed in the proof of part (ii) that 0´*Eg−1Mn = 0 for
every n > a*M. It therefore follows that γv+1 determines a non-zero ho-
mogeneous element of Hg´ M of degree v + 1 which is not annihilated by
any power of R+. Hence H
g
´ M is not R+-torsion.
(iv) This is immediate from parts (ii) and (iii).
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4.2. Definition and Remarks. I say that a graded R-module N is
finitely graded if n ∈  x Nn 6= 0 is a finite set.
Let ´ be a graded ideal of R, and set
h´ = inf

i ∈ 0 x Hi´M is not finitely graded
}
:
Marley showed in [13, Proposition 2.3], by using ideas from Trung and
Ikeda [16, Lemma 2.2], that
h´ = inf
n
i ∈ 0 x R+ 6⊆
q
0 x Hi´M
o
:
It is clear from 4.1(iii) that, in general, we have h´ ≤ g´, where g´ is as
defined in 4.1. This inequality can be strict. To see this, take R = M =
KX, the ring of polynomials in one indeterminate X with coefficients in
a field K, graded in the usual way, and take ´ = X: it is easy to see that
hX = 1 and gX = ∞.
However, in the special case when ´ = ˆ0R is generated by the ideal
ˆ0 of R0, we do have hˆ0R = gˆ0R, since, for i ∈ 0, we have Hiˆ0RMn ∼=
Hiˆ0Mn for all n ∈ , so that Hiˆ0RM can have at most finitely many
non-zero components in negative degrees.
4.3. Theorem. (i) We have aiˆ0RM ≤ a*M for all i < gˆ0R.
(ii) If gˆ0R = ∞, then gradeMn ˆ0 = ∞ for all n > a*M.
(iii) If gˆ0R is finite, then H
gˆ0R
ˆ0R
M is not R+-torsion, and gradeMn ˆ0 =
gˆ0R for all n 0.
(iv) Hence, in any event, the sequence gradeMn ˆ0n≥begM has ulti-
mate constant value gˆ0R: I denote this by grade∗M ˆ0, and refer to it as the
asymptotic M-grade of ˆ0.
(v) We have
grade∗M ˆ0 = inf

i ∈ 0 x ∃ — ∈ ProjR ∩Varˆ0R with µi—;M > 0
}
= infi ∈ 0 x R+ 6⊆ q0 x Hiˆ0RM}
= infi ∈ 0 x Hiˆ0RM is not R+-torsion}
= infi ∈ 0 x Hiˆ0RM is not finitely graded}:
Proof. Set g = gˆ0R. I shall use several times in this proof the fact (see
[4, 13.1.10]) that Hiˆ0RMn ∼= Hiˆ0Mn for all i ∈ 0 and n ∈ .
(i) This is a special case of 4.1(ii).
(ii) If g = ∞, then, by part (i), Hiˆ0Mn = Hiˆ0RMn = 0 for all
i ∈ 0 and n > a*M. Since gradeMn ˆ0 is the least integer i such that
Hiˆ0Mn 6= 0 (interpreted as∞ if no such integer exists), the claim follows.
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(iii) Now suppose that g is finite. By 4.1(iii), the local cohomology
module Hgˆ0RM is not R+-torsion. Hence, there exists j ∈  and an ele-
ment γj ∈ Hgˆ0RMj such that no power of R+ annihilates γj . It therefore
follows from part (i) that gradeMn ˆ0 = g for all n > maxa*M; j − 1.
(iv) This is now immediate from parts (ii) and (iii).
(v) By part (i), Hiˆ0RM has at most finitely many non-zero compo-
nents if i < g, while, if g is finite, it follows from part (iii) that Hgˆ0RM
is not R+-torsion and has infinitely many non-zero components. All the
remaining claims now follow easily.
4.4. Corollary. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) grade∗M ˆ0 is finite;
(ii) ˆ0Mn 6=Mn for infinitely many integers n;
(iii) ˆ0Mn 6=Mn for all n 0;
(iv) ProjR ∩ SuppM ∩Varˆ0R 6= Z.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iv) was proved in 4.1 and 4.3, while
it follows from 4.3 that (i)⇒ (iii). Clearly (iii)⇒ (ii), while (ii) implies that
the statement “gradeMn ˆ0 = ∞ for all large n” cannot be true.
A sequence f1; : : : ; fh of homogeneous elements of R is said to be an
R+-filter-regular sequence with respect to M if(f1; : : : ; fi−1M xM fif1; : : : ; fi−1M
is R+-torsion for all i = 1; : : : ; h. For more information, see [4, 18.3.7 and
18.3.8].
4.5. Corollary. Suppose that g x= gˆ0R = grade∗M ˆ0 is finite. Then
every R+-filter-regular sequence (with respect to M) composed of elements
of ˆ0 can be extended to one with g terms, which will be a maximal such
sequence.
Proof. Suppose that f ∈ ˆ0 is an R+-filter-regular sequence (with respect
to M) (of length 1). Then 0 xM f  is a finitely generated R+-torsion module,
and so has finite end. Hence f is a non-zero-divisor on Mn for all n  0,
and so, in view of 4.4, we must have gradeMn ˆ0 > 0 for all n  0 and
g > 0; furthermore, gradeMn/fMn ˆ0 = g − 1 for all n  0, and so we must
have grade∗M/fM ˆ0 = g − 1.
I argue by induction on g. The result in the case where g = 0 is im-
mediate from the above paragraph. Suppose now that g > 0 and that the
result has been proved for smaller values of g. Now there exists t ∈  such
that t > a*M and gradeMn ˆ0 = g for all n ≥ t. It is well known that
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n∈ AssR0 Mn is finite; hence, there exists f
′
1 ∈ ˆ0 which is a non-zero-
divisor on Mn for all n ≥ t. This means that f ′1 is an R+-filter-regular se-
quence with respect to M .
Now let f1; : : : ; fh, where h > 0, be any R+-filter-regular sequence
(with respect to M) composed of elements of ˆ0. By the first paragraph of
this proof, grade∗M/f1M ˆ0 = g − 1; furthermore, f2; : : : ; fh is an R+-filter-
regular sequence with respect to M/f1M composed of elements of ˆ0; it
is maximal as such if and only if f1; : : : ; fh is a maximal R+-filter-regular
sequence with respect to M composed of elements of ˆ0. By the induc-
tive hypothesis, h − 1 ≤ g − 1, and there exist fh+1; : : : ; fg ∈ ˆ0 such that
f2; : : : ; fh; fh+1; : : : ; fg is a maximal R+-filter-regular sequence with re-
spect to M/f1M composed of elements of ˆ0. Therefore f1; f2; : : : ; fh;
fh+1; : : : ; fg is a maximal R+-filter-regular sequence with respect to M
composed of elements of ˆ0. This completes the inductive step.
5. AN ANALOGUE OF FALTINGS’ ANNIHILATOR THEOREM
Throughout this section, I shall assume that R =Ln∈0 Rn is positively
graded and homogeneous. Also, A will denote a commutative Noetherian
ring, and N will denote a finitely generated A-module. For — ∈ SpecA,
we use depthN— as an abbreviation for depthA— N—, with the understanding
that this is interpreted as ∞ if N— = 0.
5.1. Definitions. Let `; ´ be ideals of A. Define the ´-finiteness di-
mension f ´` N of N relative to ` by
f ´` N = inf

i ∈ 0 x ´ 6⊆
q
0 x Hi`N
}
= infi ∈ 0 x ´nHi`N 6= 0 for all n ∈ }:
For — ∈ SpecA, define adj` depthN—, the `-adjusted depth of N at —,
by
adj` depthN— x= depthN— + ht` + —/—:
Note that this is to be interpreted as∞ unless — ∈ SuppN and `+ — ⊂ A,
and then it is a non-negative integer.
Define the ´-minimum `-adjusted depth λ´`N of N by
λ´`N x= inf

depthN— + ht` + —/— x — ∈ SpecA \Var´
}
:
Faltings’ annihilator theorem [6] states that if A is a homomorphic image
of a regular (commutative Noetherian) ring, or if A has a dualizing complex
(for example, if A is a homomorphic image of a finite-dimensional (commu-
tative Noetherian) Gorenstein ring), and if ´ ⊆ √`, then f ´` N = λ´`N.
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Furthermore, one can show that if, in addition, A is -graded, and N , `;
and ´ are graded, then
f ´` N = inf

depthN— + ht` + —/— x — ∈ * SpecA \Var´
}
:
(See [4, 13.1.17] and its proof.) In this section, I am going to show that, for
a finitely generated graded module M over the positively graded homoge-
neous ring R =Ln∈0 Rn, and for an ideal ˆ0 of R0; we have
f
R+
ˆ0R
M = infdepthM— + htˆ0R+ —/— x — ∈ ProjR}
without the assumption that R is a homomorphic image of a regular ring
or that R has a dualizing complex; it will also be observed that, in general,
we do not have R+ ⊆
p
ˆ0R.
5.2. Lemma. Assume that the positively graded homogeneous ring R is
*local and an integral domain; let ˝ be the unique *maximal ideal of R. Sup-
pose that R+ 6= 0 and that every non-zero graded prime ideal of R contains R+.
Then ˝ ∩ R0 = 0.
Proof. Set ˝0 x= ˝ ∩R0, the unique maximal ideal of the local ring R0.
Suppose that 0 6= a ∈ ˝0. Since a is a homogeneous element of R, it follows
that
√
Ra is an intersection of non-zero graded prime ideals of R; therefore
R+ ⊆
√
Ra, and there exists n0 ∈  such that R+n ⊆ Ra for all n ≥ n0.
Since R is homogeneous, it follows that Rn ⊆ Rna for all n ≥ n0; since
a ∈ ˝0, we see that Rn = ˝0Rn for all n ≥ n0. Therefore, by Nakayama’s
lemma, Rn = 0 for all n ≥ n0. But R is a domain, and so R+ = 0; this is a
contradiction.
5.3. Theorem. Recall that R =Ln∈0 Rn is positively graded and homo-
geneous; let M =Ln∈Mn be a non-zero finitely generated graded R-module,
and let ˆ0 be an ideal of R0.
With the notation of 5.1, we have
f
R+
ˆ0R
M = inf
n
i ∈ 0 x R+ 6⊆
q
0 x Hiˆ0RM
o
= infi ∈ 0 x Hiˆ0RM is not R+-torsion}
= grade∗M ˆ0
= infdepthM— + htˆ0R+ —/— x — ∈ ProjR}:
Proof. Set g x= grade∗M ˆ0 and
*λR+ˆ0RM = inf

depthM— + htˆ0R+ —/— x — ∈ ProjR
}
:
I have already proved in 4.3 that
g = fR+ˆ0RM = inf

i ∈ 0 x Hiˆ0RM is not R+-torsion
}
:
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I next show that *λR+ˆ0RM ≤ f
R+
ˆ0R
M, and, for this, I can clearly assume
that g is finite. By 4.5, there exist a1; : : : ; ag ∈ ˆ0 which form a maximal
R+-filter-regular sequence (with respect to M) composed of elements of ˆ0.
Therefore, in view of the refinement of the prime avoidance theorem given
in [14, 3.61], there exists
— ∈ Ass(M/a1; : : : ; agM ∩ ProjR ∩Varˆ0R:
It now follows from [4, 18.3.8] that the elements a1/1; : : : ; ag/1 of R— form
a maximal M—-sequence; hence
*λR+ˆ0RM ≤ adjˆ0R depthM— x= depthM— + htˆ0R+ —/—
= g + 0 = g = fR+ˆ0RM:
To complete the proof, I now show that *λR+ˆ0RM ≥ f
R+
ˆ0R
M, and,
for this, I can clearly assume that g > 0. Let — ∈ ProjR be such that
adjˆ0R depthM— = depthM— + htˆ0R + —/— is finite. This means that
— ∈ * SuppM and ˆ0R + — is proper. Let Ñ ∈ * SpecR be such that Ñ
is a minimal prime of ˆ0R+ — and ht Ñ/— = htˆ0R+ —/—. I wish to show
that g ≤ adjˆ0R depthM—.
Suppose first that Ñ 6∈ ProjR. Let Ñ′ be a maximal member of the set
Ñ′′ ∈ ProjR x — ⊆ Ñ′′ ⊂ Ñ}:
Then, on use of [4, 9.3.2], I have
adjˆ0R depthMÑ′ = depthMÑ′ + htˆ0R+ Ñ′/Ñ′
≤ depthMÑ′ + ht Ñ/Ñ′
≤ depthM— + ht Ñ′/—+ ht Ñ/Ñ′
≤ depthM— + ht Ñ/—
= depthM— + htˆ0R+ —/— = adjˆ0R depthM—:
It is therefore enough for me to show that g ≤ adjˆ0R depthM— under
the additional assumption that every —′ ∈ * SpecR with — ⊂ —′ ⊆ Ñ con-
tains R+.
Since Ñ ⊇ R+, the homogeneous localization RÑ is still positively graded
and homogeneous. Note that ˆ0R 6⊆ —. Hence the additional assumption
ensures that RÑ/—RÑ is a positively graded, homogeneous integral domain
with the properties that all its non-zero graded prime ideals contain the
non-zero ideal RÑ/—RÑ+ and its unique *maximal ideal contains a non-
zero homogeneous element of degree 0. This contradicts Lemma 5.2. Hence
we must have Ñ ∈ ProjR.
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This means that g is finite by 4.4 and g ≤ depthMÑ (since, by 4.5, there
exists an R+-filter-regular sequence (with respect to M) of length g com-
posed of elements of ˆ0); hence, by [4, 9.3.2],
g ≤ depthMÑ ≤ depthM— + ht Ñ/— = depthM— + htˆ0R+ —/—:
This completes the proof.
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